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Last week, the IRS released new safe harbor correction methods for 
automatic enrollment related failures for 401(k) and 403(b) plans. The new 
safe harbor correction rules apply to failures involving: (1) an employee 
who should have been enrolled under a plan's automatic enrollment 
feature but was not, and (2) an employee who made an affirmative election 
in lieu of automatic contributions but whose election was not implemented 
correctly. If the failure is discovered within 9-1/2 months following the close 
of the plan year in which the failure occurred, the plan sponsor will not 
have to make a corrective contribution for the missed deferral opportunity 
so long as the affected employee's correct deferrals begin within the 9-1/2 
month period (or earlier if the employee notifies the plan sponsor of the 
failure before then). Furthermore, the plan sponsor must provide notice of 
the failure to the affected employee within 45 days after the date in which 
the correct deferrals begin, and make a corrective contribution to the 
affected employee's account to make up for any missed matching 
contributions (adjusted for earnings).

In addition to the automatic enrollment corrections, this guidance provides 
a rolling correction period for employee elective deferral failures that do not 
exceed three months. Under this safe harbor, no corrective contributions 
for the missed elective deferrals would be required if the affected 
employee's correct deferrals begin within the three month period (or earlier 
if the employee notifies the plan sponsor of the failure before then). Again, 
the plan sponsor must provide notice of the failure to the affected 
employee within 45 days after the date in which the correct deferrals begin, 
and make corrective contributions to the affected employee's account to 
make up for any missed matching contributions (adjusted for earnings).

If the period of failure exceeds three months, then the plan sponsor is 
required to make a corrective contribution for the missed deferrals, but the 
amount of the corrective contribution has been reduced to 25% of the 
missed deferrals. To take advantage of this safe harbor, the plan sponsor 
must begin making the correct deferrals within a two year period following 
the plan year in which the failure occurred, provide the 45-day notice and 
make a corrective contribution for the missed matching contributions.

This guidance also provides an alternative safe harbor method for 
calculating “Earnings for Employee Elective Deferral Failures” under 401(k) 
and 403(b) plans. If an affected eligible employee has not affirmatively 
designated an investment alternative, missed earnings may be calculated 
based on the plan's default investment option. However, cumulative losses 
reflected in the earnings calculation may not be used to reduce the 
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required corrective contributions relating to the matching contributions.

Please contact any member of our Benefits Law Group if you have any 
questions regarding this or any employee benefit issues.

This publication is designed to provide general information on pertinent 
legal topics. The statements made are provided for educational purposes 
only. They do not constitute legal or financial advice nor do they 
necessarily reflect the views of Holland & Hart LLP or any of its attorneys 
other than the author(s). This publication is not intended to create an 
attorney-client relationship between you and Holland & Hart LLP. 
Substantive changes in the law subsequent to the date of this publication 
might affect the analysis or commentary. Similarly, the analysis may differ 
depending on the jurisdiction or circumstances. If you have specific 
questions as to the application of the law to your activities, you should 
seek the advice of your legal counsel.
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